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Mysteryand
.practicality

The dramatic style of this tropical garden is more complex than it  
looks: it's also an ingenious solution to a difficult site

ve: The design of this  

len in Singapore gives  

tling of unity to a

:ult, split-level site.

·ge plinth-mounted

1cotta urn and feature  

at the house entrance  

blish a theme that
:inue s in the main

len at the rear of  

ou s e - a full

ey below.

een at dusk, as the tropical afternoon

sinks swiftly into darkness, this gardenSin Singapore is an unforgettable sight.

The eye is drawn first to its unusual

planting scheme - a rich selection of shapes,

sizes and colours arranged in stepped layers  

and strong geometric shapes._

A row of potted jade plants, mounted

on metal and stained-glass lantern plinths,

directs attention to the garden's focal point:

an oversized terracotta urn set above a water

feature in front of a wall accented with blue

green slate. As night approaches and hidden

ground-level lights wink on, the lanterns' soft

glow becomes apparen t . T h e effect is

evocative, glamorous and mysterious.

Originally there was only lawn where 

the garden now stands - but )he creation of 

the garden was not straightforward. Land

scape architects Martin Palleros and Natalie 

Gtmewardene of Tierra Design were called in 

when the house was almost completed which 

created some constraints for the garden design. 

The garden drains, the carport and the 

boundary walls were already in place, so 

these had to be incorporated into the garden 

plan. Another complicating factor was the 

split-level nature of the site: the main 

entrance to the house is at street level while

the back garden is a full storey below.
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"Gardens are usually experienced from  

one level," says Palleros. "What we had here  

was an opportunity to view the entire garden  

from the upper veranda. The spatial qualities  

of the garden allowed the 'plan view' to be  

enjoyed from above. Two vantage points -

two different experiences. These opportuni-

ties must be carefully considered in design,"  

emphasises Palleros.

The garden design concept is devel

oped by unity through continuity - the front

connected to the back through the design and

common use of materials, colours and tex

ture. The "waving leaves" motif recalling the

shape of Alpina purpurata (ginger plant, a

Above: The design of the  

rear garden directs the  

eye towards a large urn  

and water feature - and  

away from neighbouring  

house!;. Tall trees and  

shrubs add privacy. Note  

the "waving leaves"  

design repeated on the  

pedestal lanterns.

Left: Th wrought iron  

balustrade on the rear  
veranda continues the  
"waving leaves" motif.  

The rear garden is  
designed to be enjoyed  

from the upper floor  
veranda as well as at  
ground level.
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,nting scheme

s a rich selection of

:, sizes and textures  

manged in stepped

md geometric

. The large copper  

lUnted on a blue

ree-standing slate  

s part of the water
,. A vaporiser,

ing water and  

lighting convert  

1 into a dramatic,

I focal point of
id  sound in the
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common plant in the tropics) is used on front

gate lanterns, on balustrades of the veranda

and the metal and stained-glass lantern bases

for three sculptural Chinese jade plants

believed to bring good luck.

Another motif is visible at the house

entrance, where a large terracotta pot set

against the white wall creates a focal point.

This stands out in strong contrast to the blue

green slate of the dr iveway and the brick

red  boundary wall and gate posts. The same

slate is used on the base of the water feature

and on the accent wall in the rear garden.

"The water feature is the dominant

element of the garden, and is emphasised by

the surrounding landscaping," says Palleros.

"Zig-zag edges of Roheo discolor, a dark pur

ple ground cover, are complemel)ted by three

meander ing layer s of oph iopogons,

heliconias, gingers and Boston ferns.

· "The right side of the garden contrasts

with the left, with its softer serpentine edge.

Here Spathiphyllum 'sensation' under existing

chiku trees and bottlebrush trees are sur

rounded by cordyline and gingers."

The planting scheme is an interesting

contrast of colour and textures. The layering

is progressively stepped up to a belt of trees

at the left boundary fence which creates

privacy for the garden.
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